
TENASKA BUSINESS CHALLENGE 
University Power Case Study

Background

The Board of Regents (“Board”) for the University of Aksarben have approved and initiated 
construction of several new buildings to address enrollment growth and provide updated technology 
and equipment for evolving degree programs.  All new facilities will be completed by January 1st, 
2025 for immediate use.  

Supporting the additional students and facilities will require approximately 25% increase in energy 
usage by the University, even after specifying buildings that are LEED compliant. This energy usage is 
comprised of both electrical power as well as heating and cooling needs.

The Board has asked your team to evaluate potential options to satisfy the increased energy demand, 
make a recommendation regarding which option to pursue, and design a marketing campaign and 
materials. See section titled “Deliverables.”

As part of the decision-making process, the Board is seeking to reduce its environmental footprint 
while:

• Controlling operating costs to avoid an increase to students’ tuition and fees.
• Maintaining the University’s balance sheet (i.e. minimize capital expenditures) because leadership

hopes that, outside of any upfront capital costs committed by the University, ongoing costs for
fuel, operating costs, grid power purchases, carbon credits, loan interest, etc., will be funded
through increased revenue from enrollment growth tied to the building campaign.

• Ensuring reliable energy supply for continued operations and safety of the students and faculty.

As a starting point, leadership is evaluating options that match the Chancellor’s 15-year vision for 
the University, but other evaluation periods (e.g. 20 years)  could be considered if there is a 
compelling justification.

To aid the teams, Attachment 1 contains a list of energy-related terminology.
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1.Plant Expansion. The first option is to expand the existing Plant by adding a fifth boiler
and turbine train which could be connected to the existing plant.  This option has the
benefit of being consistent with current operations and provides high reliability (99+%), but
will require capital investment.

If decided quickly, the expansion could be installed and commissioned prior by January 1, 
2025, because no engineering design is required, space was previously reserved for an 
expansion, and spare equipment is immediately available.  In addition, due to high 
reliability, the facilities planning group has decided that they do not need to procure firm 
service for uninterruptible power from the local Utility (defined below) and, therefore, is not 
expecting to pay a demand charge to backstop the Plant expansion option.  That option 
could be necessary if the Plant needed to shut down due to high spot natural gas prices.

The Plant expansion will increase the total air emissions attributable to the University due to 
the increased combustion of natural gas fuel.  These emissions will include both criteria 
pollutants such as nitrogen oxides (“NOx”) and greenhouse gases such as carbon dioxide 
(“CO2”).  Also, this option continues to expose the University to volatility of natural gas 
price fluctuations and the potential responsibility to buy carbon credits or pay carbon taxes 
if such a regulation is enacted by law.  The Plant expansion will also use additional water 
which is available for purchase from city or could be sourced through on-site wells.

The Board considers this the “Base Case” given that it is similar to how the University 
supplies its energy needs today.  Thus, to the extent that other options are more costly, the 
Board assumes that incremental amounts will need to be covered by tuition increases.

Attachment 4 contains conceptual design, operations, and cost information for the Plant 
expansion option.  This includes fuel consumption and emission quantities for the 
anticipated operating profile.

As an alternative to Plant expansion, the University could choose to electrify all the incremental 
energy needs created by the new facilities – i.e. both the electricity for lighting, etc., and heating/
cooling could be satisfied through the use of electrical power.  Heating would be satisfied by 
electrical resistance heaters and cooling would be provided by conventional refrigerant type air 
conditioners.  Thus, the incremental electric power supply need will be higher by approximately 50% 
because both because electric power is being used for heating/cooling and because these electrically 
powered technologies are less efficient.  As far as electrification, there are two options that have 
been proposed.  

The University’s steam demand (for heating or cooling) varies seasonally with ambient temperature.  In 
addition, the electric power demand (“load”) of the University varies significantly over a 24 hour 
period.  For this case, the team can assume that the hourly energy profile for each day is the same, i.e. 
there is no seasonal variance.  Attachment 3 contains current and anticipated future hourly load or 
power consumption information.  The Plant has the operating flexibility to meet these seasonal and 
daily demand variations as well as the current peak power and steam demand with high reliability due 
to the redundant design configuration.  This is a well-proven design with consistently high reliability 
(average of 99%) that has served the University well for many years. 

Initial Options
Through initial brainstorming sessions, University leadership and the facilities planning group have 
identified three initial options to meet the increased energy demands, as outlined below.  However, 
the University leadership is open to alternatives, including combinations of these options, other 
ownership models, etc.
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2.Utility Grid Supply. The local utility (“Utility”) can immediately supply the incremental
power that is available from underutilized power generation it owns and it has transmission
capacity, which is the ability to deliver the power to the University on a continuous basis.

The Utility has offered to provide the incremental power for a special fixed rate of $40 per 
megawatt-hour (“MWh”), essentially insulating the University from fuel price volatility, plus a 
fixed demand charge of $100,000 per megawatt (“MW”) of capacity representing the 
maximum amount of power used per year, if the University commits sourcing all of its 
additional energy needs from the Utility.  However, to secure the rate, the Utility is asking 
for a minimum 3-year term.  The Utility is willing to lock in this low rate for longer terms as 
well.   The rate could change after the initial term.  In addition, the Utility would pass along 
the cost of any carbon credits or carbon taxes, if those were ever created through 
regulation.  

For this special offer, the Utility has indicated the incremental electrical energy would 
initially be derived from a power generation portfolio comprised of 50% coal, 30% gas, and 
20% renewable/nuclear fuel sources and has indicated that the corresponding CO2 
emissions rate would be no greater than 0.683 tons per MWh.  While the Utility is 
considering procurement of additional renewables to improve its environmental profile, 
there is no guarantee of this source of power with the special fixed rate.  As a result, 
utilizing this approach would further increase the CO2 emissions attributable to the 
University.  In addition, the Utility indicates that payment of demand charge equates to 95% 
overall reliability as limited by a single transmission line that serves the University.  

Attachment 5 contains Utility power supply rates, generating portfolio, and CO2 emissions 
information.

3.University Owned PV Solar.  As an alternative, the facilities team has proposed building a
photovoltaic (“PV”) solar power plant on a 250-acre agricultural research property adjacent
to campus.  While solar energy has zero air emissions, unfortunately, construction on the
proposed property would disturb wetlands that are stopover for endangered crane species.
As a result, the project permitting process is expected to take three years to complete and
securing approval is not certain.

The facilities team initially assumed solar project plant capacity is 22.5 MW to match the 
University’s incremental peak load for the electrification case.  However, any other project 
capacity can be considered, up to 30 MW, which is limited by the property area available.  

Note that a local solar project would only provide a Capacity Factor (see definitions) of 
approximately 25.8%, i.e. the project could only supply power for this percentage of time 
over a year due to clouds and limited hours of sunlight.  Also, the daily solar generating 
profile does not perfectly match the University load profile (see Attachment 3).  Thus, any 
hourly shortfalls will have to be fulfilled by other means.  

One possibility is to source this additional electrical energy from the bulk power grid 
through the Utility.  The Utility has indicated that variable back-up power supply price is 
$45/MWh, escalating at 1% per year with the same demand charge of $100,000 per MW of 
capacity per year. Any excess generation from the project will have to be exported back to 
the Utility at a fixed price of $10/MWh. The reliability of the solar plant is expected to be 
95%.  

Attachment 6 contains a power production profile, capital cost, operating cost, and schedule 
information for the potential solar Project.  Also, the PV solar project will need to qualify for 
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With the building program, the University’s is only able to commit up to $15M toward the capital 
investment for an energy project.  However, if the University commits at least $10M, a regional bank 
has offered to fund the remaining balance under a loan at 7% interest rate amortizing over ten years.  
In addition, a group of alumni who are concerned about the environment have committed to 
donations of up to 10% of the cost of a solar project, not to exceed $3M.  Lastly, the University could 
elect to pursue a Department of Energy loan program that would finance up to 80% of the capital 
cost of the solar project at a 10% interest rate fully amortizing over a ten-year term.  

However, it is possible this tax credit will be repealed by the US Congress in the next term.  
This credit has been utilized to reduce the solar project cost estimates in Attachment 6. 

Project Financing

Deliverables 

The Board has requested a brief (up to 10 minute) presentation comprised of two parts:

Part 1: Provide the recommended approach to address the growing energy needs including:
• The justification basis of the recommendation including all decision criteria;
• a comparison of alternatives – especially what variables would need to change in order to alter

the recommendation (is this feasible?);
• a summary of financial analysis (with key metrics for each alternative considered); and
• an assessment of the risks and approaches to mitigation.

Financial models must be available for inspection and auditing. To the extent that capital investment is 
recommended, the presentation must include the proposed method of financing the project.  

Part 2: Develop a marketing campaign that would communicate the University’s plans for power 
expansion and the perceived benefits for prospective students and their families. This campaign 
should:

Attachments

• Increase the interest and awareness prospective families have in the University;
• Describe what platforms will be used to reach these audiences;
• Use quantifiable metrics to measure the success and impact of the campaign, and;
• Explain how the proposed decision will provide value to prospective students and their family,

especially if the plan includes increased tuition costs.

1. Energy Industry Terminology
2. Simple Block Diagram of the University Utility Plant
3. Current and Anticipated Energy Load Information
4. University Plant Expansion Design and Operating Information
5. Local Utility power supply cost and emissions information
6. Potential solar project power generation, cost, and schedule information

The team should also consider the marketing campaign will be perceived by other stakeholders such as 
the local community, faculty, etc. 

an investment tax credit (“ITC”) equal to 30% of the estimated capital cost of the project.  
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1. Energy Industry Terminology
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2. Simple Block Diagram of the University Utility Plant
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3. Current and Anticipated Energy Load Information
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4. University Plan Expansion Design and Operating Information
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*U.S. Energy Information Administration - EIA - Independent Statistics and Analysis

5. Local Utility Power Supply Cost and Emissions Information

https://www.eia.gov/environment/emissions/co2_vol_mass.php
https://www.eia.gov/environment/emissions/co2_vol_mass.php
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6. Potential Solar Project Power Generation, Cost, and Schedule Information

https://www.eia.gov/environment/emissions/co2_vol_mass.php
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6. Potential Solar Project Power Generation, Cost, and Schedule Information

https://www.eia.gov/environment/emissions/co2_vol_mass.php



